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Abstract
Rationale The inability to make profitable long-term decisions has been implicated in several psychiatric disorders.
There is emerging evidence to support a role for dopamine
(DA) in decision making, but our understanding of the role
of noradrenaline (NA) and serotonin (5-HT) in decision
making, and of possible interactions between the three
monoamines, is limited. Moreover, impulsivity has been
associated with aberrant decision making, but the underlying mechanisms are incompletely understood.
Objective The purpose of this study is to improve our understanding of the neuropharmacological mechanisms of
decision making and impulse control.
Methods We investigated the effects of amphetamine
(0.25–1.0 mg/kg) and selective reuptake inhibitors of
DA (GBR12909; 2.5–10 mg/kg), NA (atomoxetine;
0.3–3.0 mg/kg), and 5-HT (citalopram; 0.3–3.0 mg/kg)
in a rat gambling task (rGT). Since the rGT allows for
detection of impulsive action, i.e., premature responding, we
also assessed the relationship between decision making and
impulsivity.
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Results In the rGT, rats developed an optimal choice strategy
from the first session onwards. Elevation of endogenous DA or
NA levels increased and decreased impulsivity, respectively,
but did not alter decision making. However, simultaneous
blockade of DA and NA disrupted decision making, reflected
by a relative decrease in choice for the advantageous choice
options. Increasing 5-HT neurotransmission did not affect
decision making or impulsivity.
Conclusions These data suggest important but complementary
or redundant roles of DA and NA neurotransmission in
decision-making processes based on reward probability and
punishment. Moreover, impulse control and decision making
in the rGT rely on dissociable mechanisms.
Keywords Decision making . Impulsivity . Dopamine .
Serotonin . Noradrenaline . Rat gambling task

Introduction
Optimal decision making in a changeable and unpredictable
environment depends on the ability to evaluate relative
risks, costs and benefits associated with different response
options to determine appropriate courses of action. The
inability to make profitable short- and long-term decisions,
leading to suboptimal strategy selection or risk-taking behavior, has a major negative impact on daily functioning.
Indeed, decision-making deficits are a core problem in several psychiatric disorders such as drug addiction, attentiondeficit hyperactivity disorder, pathological gambling,
schizophrenia, and Parkinson’s disease (Bark et al. 2005;
Bechara et al. 2001; Brand et al. 2004, 2005; Cavedini et al.
2002; Ernst et al. 2003; Johnson et al. 2006; Lawrence et al.
2006; Luman et al. 2008; Malloy-Diniz et al. 2007; Rogers
and Robbins 2001; Schutter et al. 2011; Shurman et al.
2005). It is therefore of critical importance to understand
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the neural mechanisms of decision making, and how they
are impaired in psychiatric disorders.
The Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) is a widely used task to
assess decision-making processes. In this task, participants
have to accumulate money, by choosing cards from four
decks that vary in both the size and probability of gains and
losses (Bechara et al. 1994). Unbeknownst to the participants, the two decks that initially appear most attractive (by
producing higher gains) are the least profitable in the long
run since they also produce higher losses. The task reflects
various components of real-life decision making as it incorporates the unpredictability of the consequences of a choice,
the need to weigh short- and long-term gains and losses, and
the necessity to exert behavioral control to maximize gains
in the long term (Bechara et al. 1994). In the present study, a
rodent model of decision making was used, i.e., rat gambling task (rGT), in which rats are confronted with multiple
response options that differ in the probability and magnitude
of rewards and punishments (Zeeb et al. 2009; Zeeb and
Winstanley 2011). To maximize the total net gain, rats must
learn to avoid the risky response options, which are associated
with larger food rewards, but also with longer and more
frequent punishment timeouts, similar to the optimal strategy
in the IGT. Previous experiments have revealed that the choice
in the rGT is guided by the integration of the probability and
size of the expected reward with the probability and the
magnitude of expected punishment (Zeeb et al. 2009).
Monoaminergic neurotransmission critically regulates
executive functions at the level of the frontal cortex (Floresco
and Jentsch 2011; Robbins and Arnsten 2009). Dopamine
(DA), noradrenaline (NA), and serotonin (5-HT) are therefore
important candidates for the modulation of decision making.
There is emerging evidence to support a role for DA in
decision making. For instance, DA agonist therapy has been
associated with impairments in decision making in patients
with Parkinson’s disease and restless leg syndrome (Gallagher
et al. 2007; Seedat et al. 2000; Weintraub et al. 2006). Impaired decision making has also been reported after acute DA
depletion in healthy individuals (Sevy et al. 2006). In the rGT,
treatment with amphetamine impaired, whereas the DA D2
receptor antagonist eticlopride improved performance. Treatment with DA D1 or D2 receptor agonists did not alter
decision-making behavior in the rGT (Zeeb et al. 2009). In a
different decision-making task, where choice for a large food
reward was associated with probabilistic footshock punishment, amphetamine reduced risky decision making (Mitchell
et al. 2011; Simon et al. 2009, 2011). This effect of amphetamine was blocked by the DA D2 receptor antagonist eticlopride, and mimicked by the DA D2/D3 receptor agonist
bromocriptine (Simon et al. 2011). There is sparse evidence
for a role of 5-HT and NA in decision making. Chronic
treatment with a mixed 5-HT2A-D2 receptor antagonist was
found to improve IGT performance in obsessive–compulsive
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disorder patients (Cavedini et al. 2002), whereas equivocal
results have been obtained regarding the effects of selective 5HT reuptake inhibitors on decision making in pathological
gambling (Grant and Potenza 2007; Hollander and Rosen
2000; Van den Brink 2012). In the rGT, performance was
slightly impaired after treatment with the 5-HT1A receptor
agonist 8-OHDPAT (Zeeb et al. 2009). In heroin addicts,
treatment with the alpha-2 adrenoceptor agonist clonidine
improved decision-making performance (Zhang et al. 2012).
However, the selective NA reuptake inhibitor reboxetine did
not influence gambling task performance in healthy subjects
(O’Carroll and Papps 2003). Thus, although there is evidence
to indicate involvement of DA in decision making in the IGT
and rGT, our understanding of the role of NA and 5-HT, and
possible interactions between the three monoamines, is limited.
In clinical studies, the personality trait of impulsivity has
been frequently associated with aberrant decision making.
High levels of impulsiveness, i.e., acting without consideration of the possible consequences, were found to be related
with lower net scores on the IGT (Franken et al. 2008).
Likewise, Zermatten et al. (2005) showed that decision
making in the IGT was influenced by the impulsivityrelated trait of lack of premeditation. In abstinent regular
ecstasy users, elevated impulsivity was associated with impaired decision making in a risky decision-making task
(Morgan et al. 2006). Although these findings suggest an
overlap between the neurobehavioral underpinnings of impulsivity and decision making, other studies have reported
that impaired decision making and exaggerated impulsivity
can manifest independently (Franken and Muris 2005; Jollant
et al. 2005; Kreek et al. 2005; Mavaddat et al. 2000; Van der
Plas et al. 2009). The fact that different questionnaires (Barratt
Impulsiveness Scale, Behavioral Inhibition System Scale, and
17 Impulsiveness Scale) and experimental tasks (stop signal
reaction time task and matching familiar figures test) were
used to identify impulsivity could contribute to the discrepancies between studies, especially since impulsivity is known
to be a heterogeneous construct (Evenden 1999).
In order to improve our understanding of the neuropharmacological mechanisms of decision making, we investigated
the effects of treatment with amphetamine, as well as the
selective DA, NA, and 5-HT reuptake inhibitors GBR12909,
atomoxetine, and citalopram on behavior in the rGT (Zeeb et
al. 2009; Zeeb and Winstanley 2011). On the basis of previous
studies, we hypothesized that rGT performance would be
impaired by DA reuptake blockade (using amphetamine or
GBR12909; Mitchell et al. 2011; Simon et al. 2009, 2011;
Zeeb et al. 2009), whereas blockade of the reuptake of NA
(O’Carroll and Papps 2003) or 5-HT (Grant and Potenza
2007; Hollander and Rosen 2000) would be less effective. In
a previous study, these monoamine reuptake inhibitors were
found to differentially influence two dimensions of impulsive
behavior, i.e., impulsive action and impulsive choice
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(Baarendse and Vanderschuren 2012). The setup of the rGT
used here also allows for the detection of impulsive action
(i.e., premature responding). Therefore, we assessed the
relationship between decision making and impulsivity by
comparing their neuropharmacological modulation by the
reuptake inhibitors.

Materials and methods
Subjects
Forty male Lister Hooded rats (Harlan CPB, Horst, The
Netherlands), weighing 250–275 g at the start of the experiments, were housed two per cage under reversed lighting
conditions (lights on from 1900 to 0700 hours). After
2 weeks of habituation to the housing conditions, rats were
placed on a restricted diet of 14 g of standard rat chow per
day. Body weights were monitored on a weekly basis.
Feeding occurred in the rats’ home cages at the end of the
experimental day. Water was available ad libitum. All
experiments were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee
of Utrecht University and were conducted in agreement with
Dutch laws (Wet op de Dierproeven 1996) and European
regulations (Guideline 86/609/EEC). Five sessions were
scheduled per week (one session per day, Monday–Friday)
during the dark phase of the light/dark cycle.
Apparatus
Behavioral testing was conducted in 16 identical operant
conditioning chambers (30.5×24×21 cm; Med Associates,
St. Albans, VT, USA) each enclosed within a ventilated
sound-attenuating cabinet (Med Associates Inc, VT). The
boxes were equipped with a fan to provide ventilation and to
mask extraneous noise. Set in the curved wall of each box
was an array of five holes. Each nose-poke unit was
equipped with an infrared detector and a yellow lightemitting diode stimulus light. Sucrose pellets (45 mg, Formula P; Bio-Serv) could be delivered at the opposite wall
via a dispenser. The chamber could be illuminated by a
white house light, mounted in the center of the roof. Online
control of the apparatus and data collection was performed
using MEDPC version 1.17 (Med Associates).
Rat gambling task
Habituation and magazine training Animals were first habituated to the operant chambers over two daily sessions,
during which sucrose pellets were placed in the response
holes and food magazine. Animals were then trained to
make a nose-poke response into an illuminated response
hole within 10 s to earn a reward, similar to the training
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for the five-choice serial reaction time task (5CSRT)
(Baarendse and Vanderschuren 2012; Carli et al. 1983;
Robbins 2002). The spatial location of the stimulus light
varied pseudorandomly between trials across holes 1, 2,
4, and 5. Each session consisted of 100 trials and lasted
approximately 30 min. After habituation and magazine
training, rats are confronted with four choices differing
in the probability and magnitude of rewards and punishments
(Zeeb et al. 2009; Zeeb and Winstanley 2011).
rGT In brief, animals were tested once daily in a 30-min
session. A trial started with a 5-s inter-trial interval (ITI)
followed by illumination of holes 1, 2, 4, and 5 for 10 s. A
response in an illuminated hole turned off all stimulus lights,
and led to either the delivery of reward, or the start of a
timeout “punishment” period. If the trial was rewarded, the
appropriate amount of sucrose pellets was immediately delivered into the food tray. If the trial was punished, no
reward was delivered, and the stimulus light within the
chosen hole flashed at 0.5 Hz until the punishing timeout
had elapsed. We used an adapted version of the rGT, in
which animals were first exposed to ten free choice sample
sessions before exposure to the forced- and full free choice
sessions. In the free sample sessions, the first two choices
for each option were rewarded, after which the reward and
punishment contingencies associated with the four response
options were introduced. The free sample sessions were
followed by a forced-choice version for five sessions before
moving on to the full free choice task. In the forced-choice
version, only one hole was illuminated, to equalize experience of the animals with all of four reward and punishment
contingencies, thereby preventing the development of a bias
toward a particular hole. As in the 5CSRT, premature
responses were punished by a 5-s timeout period, signaled
by illumination of the house light. A trial was scored as an
omission if animals failed to respond within 10 s. The
reinforcement schedules were designed such that the optimal strategy was to select the two-pellet option (P2) in terms
of reward earned per unit time, associated with a 10-s timeout period that occurs 20 % of the time (80 % chance of
reward). The next best option is P1 (5-s timeout, 90 %
chance of reward). The two disadvantageous options were
both associated with larger immediate gain, i.e., three or
four sucrose pellets, but also longer timeout periods (P3,
30-s timeout, 50 % chance of reward; P4, 40-s timeout,
40 % chance of reward). The hypothetical amount of reward
that could be obtained if an option was chosen exclusively
per session amounted to the following: P2, 411 pellets; P1,
295 pellets; P3, 135 pellets; and P4, 99 pellets. Therefore,
the optimal strategy is to prefer the advantageous options,
i.e., P2 and P1, which are associated with smaller, immediate
gain, but also less punishment resulting in more reward in the
long term, while avoiding the tempting, yet disadvantageous,
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large reward options associated with greater loss, i.e., P3 and
P4. The spatial locations of the pellet choice options (P1–4)
were counterbalanced across subjects. That is, half of the
animals was tested in a version of the task in which the order
of the response options (in holes 1, 2, 4, and 5, respectively)
was P1, P4, P2, and P3, and the other half of the animals was
tested in a version of the task in which the order of the
response options was P4, P1, P3, and P2.
The percentage of choices was used to determine
preferences for each option, calculated as (number of
choices for a particular option/number of total choices
made)×100. Choice scores were also assessed, which
were calculated as the sum of the two advantageous
options (average percentage choice of P1 and P2) and
the sum of the two disadvantageous options (average
percentage choice of P3 and P4). In addition, the
amount of premature responses and omissions made
were calculated.
Drugs
(+)-Amphetamine sulphate was purchased from O.P.G.
(Utrecht, The Netherlands). GBR12909 dihydrochloride,
atomoxetine hydrochloride, and citalopram hydrobromide
were purchased from Tocris Bioscience (UK). All drug
doses were calculated as salt, dissolved in 0.9 % saline
(amphetamine, atomoxetine, and citalopram) or sterile water
(GBR12909). Drugs were freshly prepared each day before
testing and injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) in a volume of
1 ml/kg body weight. Injections were given 30 min before
behavioral testing commenced since we have previously
demonstrated clear-cut effects on impulsivity of these drugs
using this pretreatment interval (Baarendse and Vanderschuren
2012). Drug tests were conducted on Tuesdays and Fridays
with baseline training sessions on the other weekdays.
Pharmacological challenges began once stable baseline
behavior had been established. Before the first test day,
all animals had been habituated twice to i.p. saline injections. Drugs were administrated as follows: cohorts of ten
rats received three different doses of one drug including
saline according to a Latin square design, followed by the
same procedure with a second drug. Each animal received
a maximum of two different drugs, and the order of drugs
was counterbalanced between cohorts of rats (amphetamine–citalopram; GBR12909–atomoxetine; citalopram–
GBR12909; atomoxetine–amphetamine). Subsequently, a
cohort of 20 rats was used to test the effects of drug
combinations, which were administrated according to a
Latin square design as well. Due to experimental errors,
the data of some rats were excluded from the analysis.
Animals were tested drug-free for a minimum of 1 week
between drugs and drug combinations to prevent carryover
effects.
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Data analysis
All data are presented as means and standard errors of the
mean and analyzed using SPSS for Windows, version 15.0.
An arcsine transformation was performed before analysis of
the percentage of choice to limit the effect of an artificially
imposed ceiling (McDonald 2009). Analysis of choice behavior per quartile of trials (Q1–Q4) or free sampling choice
sessions (first 10 sessions) and free choice sessions (session
11–29) were performed using a one-way, repeated-measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with quartile or session as
within-subject factor and choice (two or four levels, advantageous–disadvantageous choices, and P1–4, respectively)
as between-subject factor.
Data from the pharmacological challenges were analyzed
using a two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA with choice
(two or four levels, advantageous–disadvantageous choices,
and P1–4, respectively) and drug dose (four levels, vehicle
plus three doses of compound) or drug combination (four
levels, vehicle–vehicle plus combinations of two monoamine reuptake inhibitors) as within-subject factors. If the
outcome of the repeated-measures ANOVA yielded significant effects of dose or dose×choice at p<0.05 level, further
post hoc analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA
for comparison between choice options or paired samples t
tests for comparison between drug doses.

Results
Development of choice behavior during rGT acquisition
A detailed analysis of choice behavior per quartile of trials
during the first free sampling choice session is depicted in
Fig. 1a, b. Animals started with an equal preference for the
advantageous versus disadvantageous options during the
first quartile of trials (Q1), but developed a preference for
the advantageous options within the next quartiles of trials
(Fig. 1a) [quartile×choice, F(3,66)02.70, p<0.05; Q1, NS;
Q2–4, p<0.02]. Analysis of the four different pellet options
per quartile revealed an effect of choice [quartile×choice, F
(9,132)01.40, NS; choice, F(3,44)03.36, p<0.03], but post
hoc comparison indicated no significant difference between
the pellet options (Fig. 1b).
During subsequent training sessions, there was a significant
preference for the advantageous choice options during free
sampling choice sessions [session×choice, F[sessions 1–10]
(9,702)010.19, p<0.001] and free choice sessions [session×
choice, F[session 11–29](18,1404)01.96, p<0.01] (Fig. 1c).
Post hoc analysis indicated a significant difference between
the advantageous options versus the disadvantageous options
for all training sessions (session 1–29, p<0.001). Analysis per
pellet option revealed a significant difference between the four
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Fig. 1 Development of choice pattern in the rGT. Advantageous
versus disadvantageous options (a) and four different response options
(b) during each quartile of trials within the first 30-min session.
Advantageous versus disadvantageous options (c) and four different

response options (d) over training sessions. In total, n040 animals
were included in the analysis. All data are expressed as mean±SEM.
Note that not all scales of the panels are identical

different pellet options during the free sampling choice
sessions [session×choice, F[sessions 1–10](27,1404)010.31,
p<0.001] and free choice sessions [session×choice, F[session
11–29](54,2808)07.33, p<0.01]. Post hoc analysis indicated

that option P1 was significantly different from all other
options during sessions 6–7, 10–17, 19, and 22, whereas
option P2 was significantly more chosen compared with the
other four options from session 7 onwards (p<0.05; Fig. 1d).
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Effect of amphetamine and monoamine reuptake inhibitors
on decision making
Treatment with neither amphetamine nor GBR12909, atomoxetine or citalopram significantly influenced choice expressed
as percentage of choice for the advantageous versus disadvantageous options (Fig. 2a–d) [dose×choice, F[amphetamine]
(3,57)00.96, NS; F[GBR12909](3,57)00.28, NS; F[atomoxetine](3,39)00.35, NS; F[citalopram](3,54)01.02, NS]. The
effects of treatment with amphetamine and the monoamine
reuptake inhibitors on choice behavior expressed per response
option, i.e., P1, P2, P3, and P4, are shown in Table 1. Administration of amphetamine at a dose of 0.5 and 1 mg/kg decreased the choice of P2, and increased choice of P1 [dose×
choice, F(9,171)02.54, p <0.01]. In view of previously
reported effects of a higher dose of amphetamine than used
here (i.e., 1.5 mg/kg; Zeeb et al. 2009), the effect of 1.5 mg/kg
of amphetamine was tested after the dose–effect study with
amphetamine. This higher dose of amphetamine significantly
shifted choice behavior from the advantageous [saline 67.2 %
±5; amphetamine 55.9 %±4.4] towards disadvantageous
options [32.8 %±5; amphetamine 44.1 %±4.4]. In addition,
the pattern of effects on the four response options was comparable to that reported by Zeeb et al. (2009), i.e., an increase in
P1 and P4, and a decrease in P2 and P3 (saline: P1, 15±1.5; P2,
52.2±4.7; P3, 17±3.7, 15.8±3.3; amphetamine: P1, 21.3±2.2;

Fig. 2 Effects of amphetamine
(a), the selective DA reuptake
inhibitor GBR12909 (b), the
selective NA reuptake inhibitor
atomoxetine (c), and the
selective 5-HT reuptake inhibitor citalopram (d) on choice
behavior, i.e., advantageous
options versus disadvantageous
options in the rGT. In total, n0
20, n020, n014, and n019
animals were included in the
analysis, respectively. All data
are expressed as mean±SEM

P2, 34.6±4.4; P3, 8.2±1.7; P4, 35.8±4.8). DA and 5-HT
reuptake inhibition by GBR12909 and citalopram, respectively,
did not alter choice behavior for the different options [dose×
choice, F[GBR12909](9,171) 01.26, NS; F[citalopram]
(9,161)01.06, NS]. The NA reuptake inhibitor, atomoxetine,
significantly decreased the choice of option P1 as well
as option P4 at an intermediate dose of 1 mg/kg [dose×choice,
F(9,117)01.99, p<0.05] (Table 1).
The modest effects of the monoamine reuptake inhibitors
lead us to think that there might be an interaction between
and/or redundancy in the monoamine systems that modulate
decision making in the rGT. Therefore, we administered
combinations of two monoamine reuptake inhibitors to the
animals and evaluated their performance in the rGT. Combined administration of these reuptake inhibitors altered
choice behavior in terms of advantageous options versus
disadvantageous options, with a significant shift in choice
behavior induced by the GBR12909–atomoxetine combination (Fig. 3) [drug×choice, F(3,57)04.70, p<0.01]. All
combinations of monoaminergic reuptake inhibitors resulted
in a significant increase in the choice of P1, which was
accompanied by a decrease in choice of P2 [drug×choice,
F(9,171)08.2, p<0.001], comparable with the effect of amphetamine (Table 1). However, only with the combination of
GBR12909 and atomoxetine was this shift in choice behavior accompanied with significant increases in the choice for

a

b

c

d
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Table 1 Effects of amphetamine,
the selective DA reuptake inhibitor
GBR12909, the selective NA
reuptake inhibitor atomoxetine, the
selective 5-HT reuptake inhibitor
citalopram and combined
administration of the reuptake
inhibitors on choice behavior, i.e.,
percentage of choice for pellet
option P1, P2, P3, and P4, and
errors of omission in the rGT

In total, n014–24 animals were
included in the analysis. All data
are expressed as mean±SEM.
Doses of combined administration
of reuptake inhibitors: GBR12909
(10 mg/kg), atomoxetine (3 mg/
kg), and citalopram (3 mg/kg)
*p<0.05 and **p<0.01
compared to vehicle treatment
(paired samples t test)
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Pellet option

Amphetamine
Veh (mg/kg)
0.25
0.5
1.0
GBR 12909
Veh (mg/kg)
2.5
5.0
10.0
Atomoxetine
Veh (mg/kg)
0.3
1.0
3.0
Citalopram
Veh (mg/kg)
0.3
1.0
3.0
Vehicle–vehicle
GBR12909–atomoxetine
GBR12909–citalopram
Atomoxetine–citalopram

Errors of omission

P1

P2

P3

P4

15.0±1.5
20.5±2.7
29.2±3.7**
24.6±3.5*

52.2±4.7
47.9±4.4
37.9±4.6*
35.7±4.1*

17.0±3.7
10.0±2.1
12.9±2.2
17.0±4.4

15.8±3.3
21.6±4.4
19.9±4.6
22.8±4.1

9.4±2.2
5.7±1.9
7.7±2.0
14.2±3.7

10.9±1.9
14.4±2.7
16.5±2.8
17.9±3.0

53.8±4.3
51.0±5.1
46.4±4.6
43.1±4.9

14.4±4.7
15.5±5.7
10.7±3.0
14.9±5.1

20.9±3.5
19.0±3.7
26.4±3.6
24.2±3.9

6.8±2.3
7.4±1.8
3.4±0.8
8.0±4.5

14.3±1.3
12.4±2.2
10.5±1.8*
18.4±3.9

49.0±6.7
53.0±5.0
54.5±5.3
43.7±4.7

12.8±2.7
12.4±4.0
17.5±6.0
10.4±2.1

22.2±5.6
22.2±3.8
14.4±3.4*
27.5±4.7

7.6±2.2
12.4±2.6**
21.3±4.5**
40.2±8.7**

20.3±3.0
21.2±2.9
21.2±3.1
22.0±2.7
10.3±1.7
28.2±3.7**
21.2±3.4**
26.7±5.3**

49.6±4.4
47.2±4.5
43.8±5.9
52.5±3.5
62.2±4.8
30.4±3.0**
48.1±4.8*
42.1±4.6**

14.3±4.1
12.7±3.7
20.6±5.2
12.7±4.2
9.9±2.1
15.5±1.9*
13.4±3.1
8.9±1.6

15.9±3.6
18.9±4.7
14.4±3.0
12.8±2.9
17.6±5.0
25.9±4.3**
17.3±3.3
22.4±4.9

15.7±4.4
11.8±3.2
11.7±3.0
15.2±3.4
4.5±1.6
33.3±5.5**
5.1±1.7
42.4±7.5**

P3 and P4, resulting in a shift in advantageous toward
disadvantageous choices (p<0.05; Fig. 3 and Table 1).
Effect of amphetamine and monoamine reuptake inhibitors
on premature responding and errors of omission
Amphetamine significantly increased the number of premature
responses, i.e., responses during the 5-s intertrial interval, in
the rGT (Fig. 4a) [F(3,57)012.0, p<0.01]. Post hoc analysis
revealed that the increase in premature responses was significant at all doses tested (p<0.05). Systemic administration of
GBR12909 resulted in enhanced premature responding at a
dose of 5 and 10 mg/kg (Fig. 4b) [F(3,57)07.6, p<0.01].
Amphetamine and GBR12909 had no effect on the amount
of errors of omission (Table 1) [F[amphetamine](3,57)02.51,
NS; F[GBR12909](3,57)01.23, NS]. On the other hand,
atomoxetine decreased premature responses and enhanced
the errors of omission at all doses tested (Fig. 4c and Table 1)
[F[premature responses](3,39)04.84, p<0.01, F[errors of
omission](3,39)011.11, p<0.01]. Both premature responding
and errors of omission were unaffected by treatment with
citalopram (Fig. 4d and Table 1) [F[premature responses]
(3,54)00.16, NS; F[errors of omission](3,54)00.75, NS].

Fig. 3 Effects of combined administration of the selective DA
reuptake inhibitor GBR12909 (10 mg/kg), the selective NA reuptake inhibitor atomoxetine (3 mg/kg), and/or the selective 5-HT
reuptake inhibitor citalopram (3 mg/kg) on choice behavior, i.e.,
advantageous options versus disadvantageous options in the rGT.
In total, n020 animals were included in the analysis. **p<0.01
compared to vehicle treatment (paired samples t test). All data are
expressed as mean±SEM
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Fig. 4 Effects of amphetamine
(a), the selective DA reuptake
inhibitor GBR12909 (b), the
selective NA reuptake inhibitor
atomoxetine (c), and the
selective 5-HT reuptake
inhibitor citalopram (d) on
premature responding, i.e.,
impulsive action, in the rGT. In
total, n020, n020, n014, and
n019 animals were included in
the analysis, respectively.
*p<0.05 and **p<0.01
compared to vehicle treatment
(paired samples t test). All data
are expressed as mean±SEM.
Note that not all scales of the
panels are identical
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a

b

c

d

Simultaneous blockade of DA (GBR12909) with either
NA (atomoxetine) or 5-HT (citalopram) reuptake significantly increased premature responding in the rGT, whereas
blockade of NA (atomoxetine) combined with 5-HT
(citalopram) reuptake decreased premature responding
(Fig. 5) [F(3,69)024.43, p<0.01]. The errors of omission,
on the other hand, were increased when DA (GBR12909) or
5-HT (citalopram) reuptake blockade was combined with
atomoxetine (Table 1) [F(3,69)020.39, p<0.01], but not
when GBR12909 was combined with citalopram.

Brand et al. 2007), the rats displayed a shift from primarily
explorative behavior at the beginning of the task, during
which they sample all the options, toward a more exploitative strategy involving substantially more choices of

Discussion
In the present study, we used the rGT to show that rats are
capable of developing an optimal choice strategy within a
limited amount of sessions without knowing the reinforcement contingencies of the different response options. From
the first session onwards, rats preferred the advantageous
options (P1 and P2) characterized by low pellet gain, but
high probability of reinforcement and short punishment
timeouts, over the more disadvantageous options (P3 and
P4) associated with larger reward size, but lower net gains in
the long run. Because the task contingencies were unknown
to the rats, the first free choice training session is analogous
to gambling behavior in the IGT (Bechara et al. 1994).
Similar to healthy human subjects (Bechara et al. 1994;

Fig. 5 Effects of combined administration of the selective DA reuptake
inhibitor GBR12909 (10 mg/kg), the selective NA reuptake inhibitor
atomoxetine (3 mg/kg), and/or the selective 5-HT reuptake inhibitor
citalopram (3 mg/kg) on premature responding, i.e., impulsive action, in
the rGT. In total, n020 animals were included in the analysis. *p<0.05
and **p<0.01 compared to vehicle treatment (paired samples t test). All
data are expressed as mean±SEM
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the advantageous options. After task acquisition, decision
making under known reinforcement schedules was investigated. Simultaneous DA and NA transporter blockade
resulted in a shift towards risky decision making reflected
by a decrease in choice for the advantageous options and
increase in choice for the disadvantageous options. Elevation
of endogenous DA or NA levels by single transporter blockade
resulted in disrupted impulse control or slowed task
performance, respectively, but was not sufficient to disrupt
decision making.
Decision making is a complex cognitive function that is
guided by the integration of different mental processes, such
as the formation of preferences, selection and execution of
actions, evaluation of outcomes, sensitivity to loss or punishment, delay aversion, attention, and behavioral flexibility
(Ernst and Paulus 2005). Monoaminergic neurotransmission
may modulate decision making to interfere independently
with one or more of these processes. For example, DA has
been implicated in incentive motivation, salience of emotionally charged cues or events, and action invigoration
(Berridge 2007; Cardinal et al. 2000; Cools et al. 2011;
Robbins and Everitt 2007; Salamone et al. 1994, 2007).
On the other hand, NA appears to be especially involved
in decision making when contingencies are unexpectedly
changed and alternatives are explored (Aston-Jones and
Cohen 2005; Bouret and Sara 2005; Cole and Robbins
1992; Dalley et al. 2001; Sirviö et al. 1993; Usher et al.
1999). The contribution of 5-HT to decision making is more
complex and is likely to involve multiple receptor systems
(for review, see Rogers 2011). Most prominently, 5-HT
function has been associated with aversive processing in
decision making (Boureau and Dayan 2010; Cools et al.
2008, 2011; Dayan and Huys 2008; Kranz et al. 2010; Tops
et al. 2009). The modulatory role of monoaminergic neurotransmission may depend on the complexity of decision
making and the processes involved. For example, manipulation of DA neurotransmission has been reported to influence decision-making processes based solely on reward or
punishment probability (Simon et al. 2011; St Onge and
Floresco 2009; Zeeb et al. 2009), whereas the role of DA
in decision making appears more limited when reward size,
probability, and punishment duration are integrated (Zeeb et
al. 2009; present study). Together with the data presented
here, these findings suggest that the neural basis of decision
making strongly depends on task complexity and requirement of cognitive effort and conflict resolution (Raylu and
Oei 2002).
Elevation of DA, NA, or 5-HT by inhibiting transmitter
reuptake did not substantially influence choice behavior in
the rGT. It is possible that each of these monoamines has a
unique role in certain components of decision making, but
that these separate roles are not essential for the overall
performance of choice behavior in the rGT. The lack of a
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substantial effect of GBR12909, atomoxetine, or citalopram
on choice behavior in the rGT can be explained by functional redundancy in monoaminergic function. Indeed, redundant mechanisms have, for example, been described for
catecholamine signaling in fear conditioning. Signaling
through β2-adrenergic receptors or D5-DA receptors is
itself not essential for fear memory consolidation, but if
function of these receptors is simultaneously inhibited,
through pharmacological or genetic means, consolidation
of fear memory is disrupted (Ouyang et al. 2012). In the
present study, it was shown that only if DA transporter
blockade was combined with NA transporter blockade, decision making was impaired, reflected by a shift from advantageous choices towards more disadvantageous choices.
This disruption in choice pattern was specific for the combination of GBR12909 and atomoxetine as combined administration of GBR12909 or atomoxetine with citalopram
did not substantially alter decision making. A detailed analysis of choice for the different options after treatment with
GBR12909 and atomoxetine showed that the percentage of
choice for P2, the optimal option, was significantly decreased, whereas choice for the advantageous option P1, as
well as the risky options P3 and P4, was elevated. Combined
DA and NA transporter blockade thereby seems to flatten
the choice profile for the different options resulting in impaired decision making. This pronounced flattening of the
choice profile, i.e., increased choice for P1 and P4 and
decreased choice of P2 and P3, causing a decrease in advantageous choices, was also observed with a higher dose of
amphetamine (1.5 mg/kg) (Zeeb et al. 2009; present study).
The effect of GBR12909–atomoxetine is not likely the
result of a motivational deficit since increasing DA neurotransmission enhances the willingness of rats to wait longer
or work harder for larger rewards in delay and effort discounting tasks (Cardinal et al. 2000; Denk et al. 2005;
Floresco et al. 2008a, b; Salamone et al. 1994; Van Gaalen
et al. 2006b). Moreover, NA reuptake inhibitors have been
shown to increase reinforcement rates in differential reinforcement of low responding schedules (O’Donnell et al.
2005). Since the shift towards the disadvantageous options
under GBR12909–atomoxetine was accompanied by an elevation of choice for P1, an increase in the motivation for
larger rewards or decreased sensitivity to the punishment
delay is also not a plausible explanation of the disruption in
decision making. More likely, combined DA and NA reuptake inhibition seems to impair the ability to distinguish
between options that are associated with differences in
probability of reward and punishment. Catecholamine neurotransmission has been closely implicated in frontoexecutive functioning, whereby DA and NA may have
complementary functions (for review, see Robbins and
Arnsten 2009). Thus, prefrontal DA and NA signaling has
to be within a critical range to enable functions such as
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attentional selection, resistance to interference, monitoring,
behavioral inhibition, task switching, and planning (Arnsten
1997, 2000; Dalley et al. 2004; Floresco and Magyar 2006;
Robbins and Arnsten 2009; Zahrt et al. 1997). Combined
disruption of two or more of these component processes by
inhibiting the reuptake of DA and NA may then lead to the
impairments in decision making observed here, although
there may also be functional redundancy in the role of DA
and NA in decision making.
An alternative explanation for the disruption in decision
making after combined treatment with GBR12909 and
atomoxetine is a pharmacokinetic interaction, whereby administration of one drug enhances the bioavailability of the
other. Importantly, however, GBR12909 and atomoxetine
did not influence each other’s effects on premature
responses or errors of omission (see Figs. 4, 5 and Table 1).
That is, in the presence of GBR12909 (which did not affect
errors of omission by itself), the effect of atomoxetine on errors
of omission was comparable to that of atomoxetine alone. The
same holds true for premature responses: in the presence of
atomoxetine, the effect of GBR12909 was comparable to that
of GBR12909 alone (in which case the effect of GBR12909
appeared to overshadow the modest reduction in premature
responses caused by treatment with atomoxetine). If a pharmacokinetic interaction between GBR12909 and atomoxetine
underlies its effects on choice in the rGT, then one might expect
this to be reflected in the other task parameters as well. Furthermore, since the combination of GBR12909 and atomoxetine yielded effects on decision making in the rGT that closely
resembled those of a high dose of amphetamine, we think that a
pharmacokinetic explanation of these data is unlikely.
The personality trait of impulsivity has been frequently
associated with impaired decision making (Franken et al.
2008; Hanson et al. 2008; Morgan et al. 2006; VerdejoGarcía et al. 2007; Zermatten et al. 2005), suggesting at
least partially overlapping neurobiological mechanisms. Impulsivity is a heterogeneous behavioral construct that can be
dissociated into two main subtypes, i.e., impulsive choice and
impulsive action (Dalley et al. 2011; Eagle and Baunez 2010;
Evenden 1999; Pattij and Vanderschuren 2008; Winstanley
2011). Neuropharmacological manipulations of monoaminergic activity have consistently reported a differential contribution of DA, NA, and 5-HT in the modulation of these two
dimensions of impulsivity (Baarendse and Vanderschuren
2012; Dalley et al. 2011; Pattij and Vanderschuren 2008; Van
Gaalen et al. 2006a, b). In the present study, we showed that
impulsive action and decision making in the rGT are dissociable at the neuropharmacological level. Consistent with previous findings in the 5-CSRTT (Baarendse and Vanderschuren
2012; Cole and Robbins 1987; Paterson et al. 2011; Sun et al.
2012; Van Gaalen et al. 2006a), the amount of premature
responses, i.e., responses made within the ITI before illumination of the stimulus lights, was significantly increased by
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amphetamine and GBR12909 in the rGT. These results indicate that impulsive action can be used as an independent
additional measure of task performance in the rGT. Selective
inhibition of NA reuptake by atomoxetine reduced premature
responding. A decrease in impulsive action by atomoxetine has
been shown before in the 5-CSRTT, especially under circumstances when task performance is suboptimal due to demanding
task conditions or inherent high baseline levels of impulsive
action (Baarendse and Vanderschuren 2012; Blondeau and
Dellu-Hagedorn 2007; Fernando et al. 2012; Navarra et al.
2008; Paine et al. 2007; Paterson et al. 2011; Robinson et al.
2008). Comparable to its effects in the 5-CSRTT, atomoxetine
increased errors of omission, suggesting that increased NA
neurotransmission results in a more conservative, but somewhat slower task performance. Interestingly, combined DA and
NA transporter blockade increased premature responding,
pointing towards a primary role of DA in impulse control.
The alterations in impulsive action induced by DA or NA
transporter blockade were not accompanied by pronounced
changes in choice behavior, suggesting that the neurobehavioral pathways underlying impulse control and decision making
are at least partially independent.
In summary, the neuropharmacological manipulations presented here indicate a differential contribution of monoaminergic neurotransmission in the modulation of impulse control
and decision making measured in the rGT. Inhibition of the
reuptake of DA or NA altered impulsive action, whereas it did
not influence choice for the advantageous versus disadvantageous options in the rGT. The current study, therefore, supports
the clinical observations that impulsivity and decision making
can manifest independently (Jollant et al. 2005; Mavaddat et al.
2000; Van der Plas et al. 2009). Combined inhibition of the
reuptake of DA and NA impaired choice behavior in the rGT,
suggesting important, but complementary or redundant roles of
DA and NA neurotransmission in decision-making processes
based on probability of reward and punishment. This latter
finding is of particular relevance to neuropsychiatric disorders
that have been associated with impairments in decision making
(Bark et al. 2005; Bechara and Damasio 2002; Brand et al.
2004, 2005; Cavedini et al. 2002; Ernst et al. 2003; Garon et al.
2006; Schutter et al. 2011). Improving our knowledge of the
neural mechanisms involved in decision making may contribute to a better understanding of the psychiatric disorders in
which this process is compromised.
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